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MJW Legacy Survey

Make Justice Work legacy survey
Your feedback is crucial

Media
Central Lobby - 15/04/13 'Wipe the slate clean'
for jobseekers with convictions

Go straight to the survey

Earlier this month Make Justice Work (MJW)

MJW Videos

announced that the campaign would be drawing

Perspectives - Prison and short term
sentences

to a close after an amazing four years. As we said
at the time, a campaign is a campaign and we

The first short film from Make Justice Work and

always believed it should be time-limited.

Tall Wall Media's 'Perspectives' series. This
film talks to previous offenders about their

The campaign has been guided by our

experience of prison and short term sentences.

commitment to the open-minded pursuit of hard
evidence. Therefore, we have commissioned
Stephen Boyce to evaluate independently just
how useful and effective the campaign has been
and any lessons that can be learned.

We will publish Stephen's findings in our final
report in June and hope that it will be a useful
resource for others who are already campaigning

Perspectives - Alternatives; effective
sanctions delivered in the community

and those who may wish to in the future.
The second short film from Make Justice Work
and Tall Wall Media's 'Perspectives' series.
Your contribution to the evaluation is crucial so
please do complete this short online survey. It
should take no more than ten minutes and all
responses shall remain anonymous.

By completing the survey you can be entered
into a prize draw to win a £50 High Street
voucher accepted in over 20,000 stores!

Many thanks for your contribution.

This film talks to previous offenders about their
rehabilitation and the effectiveness of peer
mentoring schemes.
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Read the latest blog on the MJW blog page

Future - Making the right change

Visit our website www.makejusticework.org.uk
The third and final short film from Make Justice
If you have any questions or comments about this

Work and Tall Wall Media's 'Perspectives'

newsletter, or any of MJW's work please email

series. This film talks to previous offenders

info@makejusticework.org.uk

about their future plans and how a community
sentence helped to turn their lives around.
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